Maybe you know already us or we had already advise you, but we want to be certain to inform you about
coming here with long vehicles...
The road that climbs up to our camping, mostly in the last 8km more or less, it's going to be relatively narrow
and with many curves. If two cars meet in certain points, someone –hopefully not you, with a large vehicle - will need to
reverse a few meters up to the nearest road enlargement.
It is just a little inconvenient.
We have had so many guest that did get up here with 7/8m long caravans (one was an amazing 83years old lady, Mrs.
Vercelli, with her caravan, all alone!).
Someone enjoy the ride, some not at all, but it really depends much on the driver experience (and the anxiousness of who is
sitting next to the driver) and it also depends on traffic, of
course. That's one reason why we advise for different check in and check out hours.
Hint for the route:
With large vehicles it is advisable to take the Giaveno route.
• exit from the highway : Avigliana- Giaveno
• take direction to Cumiana
• turn right to Verna /<campeggio> on top of the hill (when you can no longer see the continuation of the road, like on
a roller coaster ...ops... joking)
(if, instead, you're coming from Cumiana, via "Colletta" road, continue towards Giaveno. When you pass the turning point
Verna/ [...Fiola/villaggio del sole...] / <camping> at the top of the hill turn round immediately as soon as you find the
widening on the right)
• return towards Cumiana, just passing the top of the hill again
• turn to the right for Verna /< camping> and continue to climb (last 4 km, you're almost there! 10min)
• you will pass some little villages: "Fiola", "Villaggio del sole", "Morelli", "Moncalarda", then some open field (don't do it,
don't turn back, don't give up now.. 350m and you are arrived, come on! )
• and finally: "Verna" (cemetery on the right and then, on your left, you will pass a tiny old alpine church)
• now the road starts going downhill again, after a short while you will see flags on your left side... maybe some
tents !!
• YOU DID IT! Great!
if we're not there in Reception to meet you, you can stop the vehicle at the gate avoid blocking the restaurant or
camping entrance, and walk inside to search for us, we may possibly be busy cleaning or assisting some guest; just ask
anybody around, someone will sure be happy to help you
Thanks for coming!
Christina and Matteo
P.S.
You may ask us if the road that continues going down it is any better, of course it is not! Otherwise we would have suggested it
to you... well, actually we do: but it is only if you intend to go down to: Cumiana/Torino/Pinerolo/ anywhere (exept Giaveno or
Avigliana).
This because this road it is not any wider nor easier but, after few curves, you will have again mountains on your side, and this
will be safer for you if you meet somebody in the opposite direction (and,last but not least, you won't meet everyone else to whom
we suggested the same thing ;)

